
CLIFFORD. Oh, Belle Forrester called before you came down. 
(Resumes typing.) Wanted to know if she could bring over a 
casserole or come sew a button. I told her we were managing just 
fine. 

The doorbell chimes. Clifford starts to rise but Sidney puts 
up a hand. 
SIDNEY. Don't. We don't want to break the flow, do we? 

He heads for the foyer. Clifford resumes typing. Sidney opens 
the front door. Porter Milgrim is there, a man of substance 
in his mid-fifties; in hat, topcoat, and business suit, carrying 
a briefcase. 

Porter! It's good to see you! Come on in. 

They shake hands. 

PORTER. How are you, Sidney? 

SIDNEY. Doing fairly well, thanks. 

PORTER. (Entering the foyer.) There are a couple of things I want 
to talk to you about. Am I disturbing you? 
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SIDNEY. Slightly. Let me see a few pages. 

CLIFFORD. Sure, if youa like to. But I'd really rather wait till the 
draft is done, give you the whole thing iu one glorious bundle. 
Would you mind? 

SIDNEY. Of course not. W hat's another hour or so? 

CLIFFORD. (Putting a fresh sheet of paper into his typewriter.) It's 
going to take three or four weeks, I think. 

SIDNEY. At the rate you're going you'll have a trilogy by then. 

CLIFFORD. (Looks sympathetically at him.) Nothing doing? 

SIDNEY. I'm thinking ... 

CLIFFORD. Why don't you invite her over? Ten Dorp. Talking with 
her might spark something. 

SIDNEY. Do you think we should risk having her on the premises? 

CLIFFORD. Maybe not when the moon is full, but any other time, 
why not? Look at the egg she laid on the Griffin Show. 

SIDNEY. Well, she got rattled by the Amazing Kreskin when he 
described all her husbands in such detail. 

CLIFFORD. Oh, Belle Forrester called before you came down. 
(Resumes typing.) Wanted to know if she could bring over a casse
role or come sew a button. I told her we were managing just fine. 

The doorbell chimes. Clifford starts to rise but Sidney puts 
up a hand. 

SIDNEY. Don't. We don't want to break the flow, do we? 

He heads for the foyer. Clifford resumes typing. Sidney opens 
the front door. Porter Milgrim is there, a man of substance 
in his mid-fifties; in hat, topcoat, and business suit, carrying 
a briefcase. 
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